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Frog Grog

Features
Dropping Symbols
Wild Frogs
Multipliers 
Mystery Game 

Understanding the game

Stay hot at the top

Summary

Game Cover

Potion, elixir and tonic,
A cauldron brew, something demonic,
Moth wings, eyeballs and hair of a witch,
Bottles and flasks could make you rich,
What a delicious and gruesome grog,
Let’s feed it to the clueless frog!

Deep in the woods, in the old Witch’s hut, a cauldron is 
bubbling with Big Wins!

The Frog is a Wild Symbol. The Wild Frog will burp fire and remove all symbols 
on the same row and column...

and remain for the rest of the game round or 
until it is part of a pay line win.

Mystery Game
Triggered randomly when no new dropping symbols can 
occur. The Mystery Game removes all symbols except the 
Moth, the Flower and the Wild Frogs. 

Dropping Symbols
Symbols included in pay line wins get replaced with new 
symbols.

Multiplier
The Multiplier increases one step each time new symbols are 
dropped in. After the Mystery Game has ended, the Multiplier 
increases one step for each win during the Mystery Game.

Frog Grog is a 3x5 reel slot with Wild Frogs triggering re-drops on entire 

rows and columns. The Mystery game starts randomly after any spin and 

triggers a re-drop with all low win symbols removed and a chance for the 

Multiplier to increase.
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Game Science

Mystery Games and Wild Frogs will help the player climb the Multiplier.

Every win increases the heat and raises the multiplier up to 7x the winnings. 
With the help of Wild Frogs and the chance of a Mystery Game at the end of any spin there 
are plenty of chances for the cauldron to throw big wins your way! And even when you 
think it is over the Mystery Game might appear and let you stay hot at the top.

High win symbols and Wild Frogs in combination with the Multiplier makes for 
some huge wins!

Game Pulse

Excitement - 6 Endurance - 8 Session Volatility - 2

Excitement - Frequency of exciting events
Endurance - Number of rounds for money
Session Volatility - Difference in RTP from one session to another
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Stay hot at the top

The Rush

Gameround  Bet multiplier  Hit freq. 
Big win   15-30   1 in 120 
Mega win   30-60   1 in 363 
Ultra win   60+   1 in 1066
Default min/max bet €   0.10 / 100
Min Free round cost €  0.10

RTP 
Total   96.1%  

Game ID: tk-s1-g8   Hit freq. = 28.5%  Pay lines = 23

Max exposure = € 161600 with a bet of €100 

Game Cover

Frog Grog

Hit freq. features    
Mystery Game  1 in 50


